Assignment 1

ID 207 Residential Design

Information highlighted in yellow will need to be included in assignment 1

Prepare Semester Binder so you can easily insert items as you progress through the semester.

Use tabs where necessary so both you and I can easily maneuver the binder

1. Use 2”-3 ring binder to store information

2. Cover Page (sheet that goes INSIDE the binder)—it will include:
   - Name of class (ID 207 Residential Design)
   - Your name
   - Semester
   - Course Description (take directly out of official COC Catalog)
   - Instructor’s name

3. Index page with content as follows:
   - Handouts
   - Lecture Notes
   - Assignments
   - Client Project
   - Kitchen

4. Tab titled
   - Handouts
   - Lecture Notes
   - Assignments

You will insert the following handouts under the "Handouts" tab

- Syllabus
- Supplies sheet
- Building Codes by Occupancy
- The Evolution of Exteriors
- Life Cycles
- Problem Statement checklist form
- Problem Statement sample
- Axonometric drawings
- Axonometric drawing 2
- Parametric drawings
- Ballast human factors visuals 1 and 2
- Collect and Research Checklist
- Collect and Research Sample
• Fact Finding Sheet
• Human Factors and Special Populations
• Concept Statement
• Adjacency Matrix Sample
• Social Zone lecture reading
• Private Zone Lecture notes
• Bubble Diagram
• Stairway Designs
• Stair Codes
• Millwork Samples
• Fundamentals of Housing
• Housing Types and Styles
• The Design Process
• Human Factors and Special Populations
• Interior Zones and Adjacency Studies
• Theme Design
• Plus any handouts not listed here

You will insert your lecture notes under the "Lecture Notes" tab

You will insert the following assignments under the "Assignments" tab

• Assignment 1
• Assignment 2
• Assignment 3
• Assignment 4
• Assignment 5
• Assignment 6
• Assignment 7

You will insert the following under "Client Project"

• Problem Statement
• Concept Statement
• Program
• Miniature Original Floor Plan
• Miniature Demo Plan
• Miniature Renovated Floor Plan
• Miniature Cross Section
• Miniature Electrical Plan

You will insert the following under "Kitchen" tab

• Miniature Kitchen Elevations
• Miniature Kitchen Plan View